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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Calibra Marine International Ltd is delighted 
to announce the UK launch of the Admiral 
Rollmaster, a less strenuous alternative to 
traditional furling systems.

The Admiral Rollmaster provides excellent 
value for money whilst reducing the force 
required to roll the sail to only half of what is 
required with a standard manual system. 

 “The Admiral Rollmaster is a great option for 
anyone who wants to make winching easier 
but avoid the expense of installing electric 
winches. It’s combination of functionality and 
stylish design has created an innovative furling 
solution that will prove a welcome addition 
to any yacht this summer,” Calibra Marine 
Marketing Director, Trefor Jones, said.

Due to a one-third reduction in the size of the driving drum in the Admiral Rollmaster, 
the starboard-portside dimension of the furler is also decreased preventing interference 
of the anchor handle connected to the windlass and the driving drum.

This ensures that the foot of the sail can be lowered as much as possible providing a 
significant gain in the sail area at the foot of the sail to obtain the minimum heeling 
effect and increase the comfort for everybody on-board. Another feature is that the 
lower connecting sheets can be rotated and fixed at all positions of 300 angles.

Admiral furling systems have an excellent reputation for reliability and long, trouble-
free service and come with a five-year parts guarantee. All equipment is manufactured 
from top grade hard-anodised aluminum alloy and stainless steel, with ultra-low-friction 
Toulon bearings. No maintenance is required, other than washing with freshwater.



Prices range from £2605.00

View the Admiral Rollmaster on stand D2 at the Tullet Prebon London International 
Boat Show 7-16 January 2011 at ExCel

ENDS/

For more information contact:

Calibra Marine International on tel. +44 (0)23 8040 3944 or email sales@calibramarine.
com 

or 

Mike Shepherd on 023 9236 7484 or email mike@marineadagency.com
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